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Sculpture Safari opens at Brevard Zoo

MELBOURNE, Fla., February 16, 2019 — Sculpture Safari, a 16-piece animal art collection crafted from reclaimed metals in Kenya, makes its debut today.

The exhibit is presented by Toyota of Melbourne. The pieces were generously stored and transported by Brand Transfer & Storage Company.

Sculpture Safari is included with general admission and will remain at the Zoo through the fall. More information is available at www.brevardzoo.org/sculpture-safari.

Photos: www.dropbox.com/sh/2udqi2s9luzqpnv/AADmV4OxtA9izGSfAm7BbmT3a

###

Brevard Zoo is home to more than 900 animals representing 195 species from all over the world. As a not-for-profit organization, it is a leader in the fields of animal wellness, education and conservation. More information is available at www.brevardzoo.org.

Treetop Trek features five aerial obstacle courses that whisk guests above parts of the Zoo and through lush Florida landscapes. More information is available at www.treetoptrek.com.